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ABSTRACT
A pseudo 2D PEM fuel cell model is developed. Based on fundamentals phenomena, a.c. and d.c. modelling
are presented showing that the gas oscillation through the channels can be numerically reproduced along a
segmented cell. Numerical results are then compared to experimental cell impedances under different air
stoichiometry conditions. Model inversion is done thanks to an hybrid criterion, based on cell impedance as
well as d.c. current. Good agreement between the model and cell measurements are obtained, the general
stoichiometry effect is numerically reproduced and the gas channel oscillations impact on impedance
measurements is quantified. The results shows that wrong evaluation of oxygen diffusion coefficient may be
obtained if this effect is neglected, as it generally done with classical 1D physical model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, PEM fuel cell performances are generally evaluated using electrochemical methods as impedance
spectroscopy [1]. Coupled with numerical models, fuel cell main characteristics as electrode platinum
loading, membrane resistance, gas transport properties, may be extracted. Different models are reported
through the literature, the so-called Randles circuit [2] is among the most common to fit fuel cell
impedances. Recent papers have shown its suitability as a diagnostic tool [3, 4]. More complex cell
impedance model have been proposed by Springer et al. and Eikerling and Kornyshev [5, 6] and at the end of
the nineties. They are based on the electrochemical equations occurring through the membrane electrode
assembly (MEA). Although, numerically heavier than the electrical equivalent circuit models, they offer
more information concerning the cell intrinsic parameters and they are also able to reproduced cell a.c.
behaviour over a large range of operating voltages [7].
Recent experimental results reported by Schneider et al. [8] have recently shown gas oscillations through the
cathode channel. This effect may have a non neglected impact on the cell impedance. Then, this
experimental observations are confirmed by Kulikovsky [9] and Maranzana et al. works, [10]. Based on
pseudo 2D models, they were able to reproduced the gas oscillations through the channels. Nevertheless, to
the authors knowledge, no experimental validations have been done. Indeed, although Maranzana et al. have
proposed a dimensionless number to estimate this effect, its quantification on classical cell configuration has
not been done.
Thus, in this paper we report experimental impedance results of commercial cells with parallel channels. The
pseudo 2D model used is presented in section 2, and then fitted on our experimental data, section 3. In the
final part, we discuss about the gas oscillations impact over the total cell measured impedance.

2. D.C. AND A.C. FUEL CELL MODELLING
2.1 Fuel cell geometry
The studied cell is based on the commercials cells developed by Swiss society MES DEA. These are
particular suited to run under low temperatures and ambient pressure. To reduce the pressure drop along
cathode channels, the bipolar plates are constituted of several parallel channels, that ensure less pressure drop
than the classical serpentine configuration. Air is then distributed through the gas diffusion layer and then
reaches the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) as schemed on Figure 2 below. This particular geometry is
well suited to pseudo 2D models as theses developed by [9] and [10]. It is based on the assumption that the

cell current densities flow only on the x direction. Finally, knowing the consumed molar oxygen flux by each
MEA slices, the molar concentration distribution may be computed through the channel, see Figure 2.

Figure 1. Pseudo 2D fuel cell model
2.2 Generals equations
As depicted on Figure 2, ionic and oxygen transport are described through the membrane, electrode and
GDL. Only cathode electrochemical transfers are modelled, anode is assumed as being no limiting through
the cells reactions. Thus, its impedance may also be neglected.
Concerning the water produced by the fuel cell oxygen and hydrogen reaction, its impact is not modelled
here, but its role on cell performances may be seen through the cell intrinsic properties like the membrane
resistance, GDL gas diffusion coefficients, exchange currents... Increasing or decreasing these properties
may be linked to a cell state of health [3].

Figure 2. Scheme of the electrochemical process intrinsic to the PEM fuel cell. The model variables are
pointed out each domains where they are solved.
The general fuel cells equations are based on Ohm's law, Fick's law, Tafel's law and the charge and mass
conservations. Through the three domains depicted on Figure 2, the electrochemical transfers are described
by the equations below. In the following model, electronic transport through the GDL is neglected, thus cell
voltage may be obtained directly by computing the overpotential.
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This system is solved on each abscise y. The oxygen concentration through the channels is governed only by
advection, it can be written as:
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Where 𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂2 is the oxygen molar flux entering through the GDL at abscise y and 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 the air velocity through
one channel. The previous five equations are solved first in steady regime to obtain the cell working point,
then in periodic regime at several frequencies to compute the cell impedance along the channel.
2.3 Steady states model
To simplify the computation, let us define the following variables:
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Equations (1) and (4) are solved analytically in steady state, with the previous notation, the membrane
overpotential and GDL molar concentration are written as:
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the so-called reference potential, i.e. 1.23 V, 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 the cell potential and 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝜉𝜉𝑐𝑐 ) the channel
oxygen concentration at the abscise 𝜉𝜉𝑐𝑐 . Both previous equations are dependant of the electrode
electrochemical transfers through the two coefficients 𝜂𝜂𝑒𝑒0 (0) and 𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒∗ (1). They are obtained by numerically
solving the following system. The boundary conditions (equations 10 to 13) are computed from the ionic and
mass flux conservation on each electrode boundary, see Figure 2.
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The coupled equations 8 and 9 are solved using the finite volume method on 30 nodes, that ensure mesh
convergence. Then, the oxygen molar flux consumed is deduced to compute the concentration distribution
through the channel. Still using the previous developed notations, the steady channel concentration is
written:
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Equation 14 is solved using backward finite difference scheme: firstly electrochemical transfers are solve on
mesh i, secondly using equation 14, the new oxygen channel concentration is computed on mesh i+1, and
MEA transfer are again solved. Thus, the local current densities distribution along the channel are obtained.
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2.4 Harmonic model
Equations 1 to 4 are now transformed through frequency domain by decomposing each field into a steady
and a periodic part, i.e. : 𝜂𝜂𝑒𝑒 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝜂𝜂𝑒𝑒 0 (𝑥𝑥) + 𝛿𝛿𝜂𝜂𝑒𝑒 (𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔). exp(𝑖𝑖. 𝜔𝜔. 𝑡𝑡). This assumption is remain true while
the complex variation is 𝛿𝛿𝜂𝜂𝑒𝑒 (𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔) ≪ 1, that can be posteriori check. Three characteristic angular
frequencies are also introduced:
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As previously, the equations 1 and 4 have been solved analytically in periodic state. The complex membrane
overpotential and oxygen molar concentration are written as:
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Where 𝑖𝑖 = √−1 is the complex number, 𝜔𝜔 the angular frequency and 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 the amplitude of the exciting current
taken to 10% of DC current. Then, the periodic electrochemical transfer in the electrode are described by the
following set of equations:
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Finally the distribution of periodic oxygen concentration is also computed through the channels, it is
described by:
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Once the perturbed overpotential is known through the membrane, it is possible to compute the cell global
impedance as:
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3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
3.1 Fuel cell impedance measurements
In order to obtain intrinsic fuel parameters like, i.e. Tafel slope, oxygen diffusion coefficient..., experimental
fuel cell impedance measurements are carried out. A sixteen cells stack is connected to a conditioning gas

bench (air and hydrogen) where reactants flow rate, temperature, hygrometry and pressures are monitored.
Moreover, a 1.5kW electronic load is used to measure stack performances. Note that every single cell voltage
is recorded and their impedance may be measured thanks to 16 parallel frequency response analysers
purchased by the company Material Mates [11]. Although the model may be fitted on every cell impedance,
only one cell response is used in the following results: the cell number 5 which is representative of the
general cell behaviour.
In this following sample, the operating current have been set to 30 A (0.5 A/cm²) and air stoichiometry have
been successively set from 10, 5, 4 and 3. The others experimental parameters are summarised in the Table
1. The measurements have been carried out based on this home-made protocol: the stack is stabilised during
600 seconds, then two spectroscopy are successively run from 1 kHz to 10 mHz with 6A modulation. The
value of 20% of DC current has been preferred rather than 10% to enhance the cell response sensitivity.
Table 1.Fuel cell experimental conditions
Parameters
Value
Hydrogen Stoichiometry
2.0
Hydrogen relative humidity (%)
0
Air relative humidity (%)
0
Stack Temperature (°C)
40
3.2 Model inversion and identified parameters
All the model parameters are summarised through the Table 2. Among them, six parameters are fitted on
experimental cell impedances, see physical properties on Table 2, the obtained value are the literature range.
Previous results [5, 7] have shown that several operating point are needed to obtain enough sensitivity on
each parameters. Highest electrochemists parameters sensitivities are obtained on high cell voltages whereas
diffusion parameters should be obtained on low cell voltages. Nevertheless, 30 A may be considered as an
intermediate point (between high and low voltages) where all parameters are enough sensitive and well
uncorrelated.
On other hand, steady current densities and overpotential are computed by our model as well as the cell
harmonic response on several frequencies. Thus, this two data may be used to correctly fit the model on
experimental data, an hybrid criterion 𝜒𝜒 is thus developed based on the a.c. (𝑍𝑍𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) and d.c. (𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝 ) cell
measurements:
2

2

(26)
𝜒𝜒 = ∑𝑛𝑛 �𝑍𝑍𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 ) − 𝑍𝑍𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛 )� + Θ. �𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
-7
The parameter Θ is used to regulate the global criterion, it has been empirically set to 10 that ensure an
equilibrium between both cell impedance and current criteria. This allow a model fitting on the cell
impedance measurement as well as the cell polarisation curve. Model inversion is then carried out by a
simplex algorithm on Matlab®, through the subroutine fminsearch.
Table 2.Model parameters
Physical properties
Value
Geometrie
Value
Channels length (mm) 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐
Channel height (mm) ℎ𝑐𝑐
Channel section (mm²) 𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐
Membrane thickness (mm) 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔
GDL thickness (mm) 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔
Electrode thickness (mm) 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒

144
1
2
MCD 1
MCD1
MCD1i

Tafel Slope (V) b
Volumetric exchange current (A/m3) 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 . 𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐
Oxygen Diffusivity (m2/s) 𝐷𝐷𝑜𝑜
Membrane conductivity (S/m) 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚
Double layer capacity (F/m2) 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
Reference concentration (mol/m3) 𝑐𝑐 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

0.074
6.32 105
7.03 10-6
2.23
176.12
2.12

3.3 Results
The figure below summarised the experimental results and model fitting based on the previous parameters
set. As it is generally admitted, cell impedance generally shows two distinct loops in Nyquist plot: kinetic
1

MCD: Manufacturer confidential data.

and diffusive loop on respectively high and low frequency. But a third loop on lower frequencies can be also
seen, as shown by Schneider et al. [8], it is the so-called channel impedance due to the gas oscillation
through the channels. On the reported measurements here, at least this both loops, i.e. kinetic and diffusion,
may be pointed out.
Numerical results presented on Figure 3 shows good agreements with experimental data. The global cell
behaviour is well reproduced: low frequencies loop grows as air stoichiometry decreases. The four numerical
impedances have been computed using the same parameters set, only the inlet stoichiometry is modified. The
deviation seen on higher frequency can be attributed to water accumulation through the membrane electrode
assembly, particularly on low stoichiometry conditions. Water tends to decrease the cell exchange current
that increase its impedance through this frequency range. Moreover, the model is also able to predict the
right frequency range (Figure 3(b)) as well as the right operating current, see Table 3.
Table 3. Numerical results. The experimental operating current was set to 30 A.
Air Stoichiometry
Operating Voltages
Operating currents
(measured)
(computed)
10
0.658 V
31.32 A
5
0.658 V
31.05 A
4
0.655 V
30 .56 A
3
0.638 V
31. 82 A
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Cell impedance results. Model is plotted with solid line and experimental data with dot, error bars
show the standard deviation. (a) Nyquist plot, (b) Bode plot.

4. IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS
4.1 Gas channel impedance
As it is generally admitted, gas oscillations may appear under relative low stoichiometry conditions through
parallel channel that is the experimental conditions reported herein. Thus, the previous numerical model may
be used to estimate the channel impedance impact. Figure 4.a shows the local impedances reported along the
gas channel with air stoichiometry of 3. Although, only two loops are obtained at the inlet, the third channel
loop clearly appears as gases reach the outlet. Comparison with impedance obtained without gas oscillations
is done: the same model is solved with gas channel perturbation 𝛿𝛿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐∗ set to zero along the entire channel. In
this case, no channel loop can be pointed out. Even if the local impedances grow along the channel, this
effect is only linked to the oxygen depletion. The deviation with the total impedance clearly shows the non
negligible channel impedance effect, particularly close to the outlet. This result are in agreement with the
theoretical development of Kulikovsky and Maranzana et al. [9, 10].
On other hand, gas oscillations characteristic frequencies may be extracted from the model. Figure 4.b shows
the modulus of the gas channel perturbations computed at different frequency. As expected, gas oscillations
are maximum close to outlet. This maximum is also obtained around 1-5 Hz, that is close to the characteristic

frequency: 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 = 2. 𝜋𝜋. 𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐 ≈ 2 Hz. These is in the range usually recorded. Moreover, the diffusion
characteristic frequency obtained is also is this same range (5.5 Hz), explaining why this third loop is not
clearly visible on experimental data. Both phenomena occurring in the same frequency, that means 1D model
may wrongly link the low frequency loop exclusively to gas diffusion effect through the GDL. An example
is illustrated in the next final section.
(a)
(b)

Figure 4. Local impedances along the gas channels (a) and perturbed oxygen molar concentration through
the channel (b). Computed with air stoichiometry of 3.
4.2 Oxygen diffusion coefficient evaluation
The measurements presented on Figure 3 are also fitted with 1D physical model. Only the electrochemical
transfers through the MEA and the GDL are solved, equations 1 to 4. Channel equations are not used. This
1D model is able to fit cell impedance with air stoichiometry of 3 in very good agreement with experimental
data. Nevertheless, the oxygen diffusion obtained in this case is around 2.06 10-6 m²/s, three times lower than
the 2D oxygen coefficient, see Table 3. With 1D model, this low oxygen diffusion is exclusively attributed to
a bad oxygen transport through the GDL. Whereas 2D models had clearly shows that this loop is also link to
gas oscillations. Thus, only 2D or pseudo 2D model (as this presented above) are able to identify the right
oxygen coefficient value, particularly for fuel cell using parallel channels.

Figure 4. Local impedances along the gas channels. Computed with air stoichiometry of 3.

4. CONCLUSION
Pseudo 2D PEM fuel cell model has been built to reproduced a.c. and d.c. fuel cell behaviour. It has been
able to fit on experimental impedances for several stoichiometry. Model inversion based on an hybrid
criterion taking account of cell d.c. current and a.c. impedance allows more confident parameters
identification. Indeed, physical cell impedance models have to be predictive on these both data.

On other hand, the main conclusion of this study is the quantification of gas channel oscillations on total
impedance under classical experimental conditions : commercial fuel cells, standard stoichiometry.... It
appears that this effect may be non negligible when the cell has parallel channels. Although a third loop is
not clearly visible, channel impedance may interact with the gas diffusion loop in the same frequency range.
This results has been confirmed by the pseudo 2D model developed above. To go further, right cell diagnosis
(having parallel channels) under relative low stoichiometry conditions should be done using 2D or pseudo
2D to avoid oxygen diffusivity under-estimation.

NOMENCLATURE

𝜂𝜂
c
ic
D
CDL
𝜎𝜎
Eref
j
b
cref
F

overpotential
molar concentration
exchange current
oxygen diffusivity
double layer capacity
ionic conductivity
Nernst potential
cell current density
Tafel slope
inlet channel concentration
Faraday constant

(V)
(mol/m3)
(A/m2)
(m2/s)
(F/m2)
(S/m)
(V)
(A/m2)
(V)
(mol/m3)
(C/mol)

Subscripts
m
membrane
g
GDL
c
channel
e
electorde
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